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ABSTRACT

The new relatively concept of cloud computing & its associated methodologies has many advantages in the world of today. Such advantages range between providing solutions for integration of the miscellaneous systems & presenting as well guarantees for distribution of searching means & integration of software tools which are used by consumers & different providers. In this paper, we have constructed an ontology-based cloud framework with a view to identifying its external agent’s interoperability. The proposed framework has been designed using the blackboard design style. This framework is composed of mainly two components: controller and cloud ontology blackboard environment. The function of the controller is to interact with consumers after receipt of the subject request where it spontaneously uses the ontology base to distribute it & constitute the required related responses whereas the function of the second framework component is to interact with different cloud providers and systems, using the meta-ontology framework to restructure data via using AI reasoning tools and map them to its corresponding redistributed request. Finally, E-tourism case study can be applicable will be explored.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Cloud computing has been formulated as a general term to describe a class of complex computing services on demand, which was introduced by several commercial providers, such as Amazon, Google, and Microsoft. It denotes a model that looks at the infrastructure of computing as a "cloud", through which companies and individuals can access applications from anywhere in the world based on their demand. The main principle behind this computing model is to provide computing, storage, and software "as a service" [8].

The most common service models introduced in the cloud computing environment are IaaS (Infrastructure as a Service), PaaS (Platform as a Service), and SaaS (Software as a Service). In IaaS model, the service providers outsource the equipment used to support operations, including hardware, storage, networking components and servers over the internet. In PaaS model, the service providers allow the cloud consumers to use operating systems, and virtualized servers
together with its associated services for running applications over the internet. Finally, In SaaS model, the service providers allow cloud users to remote access of applications or software as a web-based service to avoid the cost of buying software [10, 11].

Ontology aspect is used to constitute basic- and processed- information which describe the data semantics based on the consumers request. It has a set of concepts that deal with information retrievals to process the consumers and providers requests [4, 7]. Most of the existing cloud service discovery frameworks are using the ontology reasoning for matchmaking the suitable requests and responses for both consumers and providers [4, 9].

In this paper, we introduce an ontology-based cloud framework for discovery their external agent’s interoperability. The proposed framework is designed based on blackboard design style. This framework is composed of mainly two components: controller and cloud ontology blackboard environment. Both components are using ontology for discovering the best suit set of responses regarding the consumer requests.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows: In Section 2, the proposed framework is described; its structural and behavioral is illustrated in details. Section 3 illustrates the related works. Case study is described in section 4. Finally, In Section 5, conclusions and future work are discussed.

2. PROPOSED FRAMEWORK

In this section, we have been introducing both the structure and behavior of our ontology-based cloud framework for discovery their external agent’s interoperability. The proposed framework is designed based on blackboard design style. This framework is composed of mainly two components: controller and cloud ontology blackboard environment as shown in Figure 1.

The role of controller is to directly interact with consumers. The controller functionality starts, after receiving the consumer request, and then it uses its built-in controller-ontology for decomposing the request into set of mini-requests (i.e. distributing the request to its primary basic components). After that, send this set of requests to the cloud ontology blackboard environment component and waiting for responses. Finally, after receiving the responses from the (COBE) component, it starts his final process by constitute these set of responses into one consistence response and send it back to its consumer.

The (COBE) component is responsible for interacting to all possible clouds, different agent systems, and controller. It uses meta-ontology for restructuring data, using AI reasoning methods, and mapping data to its equivalent redistributed request. The behavior of (COBE) consists of the following sequence: first, receive the distributed set of request from the controller, then using the meta-ontology for restructuring cloud and agent data and runtime updating this data for any changes. After that, it uses AI reasoning methods such as forward or backward reasoning to extract the acceptable responses from the data streaming flow between COBE and its external agents. Next, COBE starts its processes in this stage by mapping the responses data to its equivalent request. Finally, COBE sends the response sets and its mapping parameters to the controller. The implemented behavior of COBE is illustrated as pseudo code in table 1.

The COBE starts its functionalities by checking the request type; if the request type is simple this means the COBE neglecting the distribution option. In case the request type is composite this
implies the distribute function of COBE will be fire, and based on the result of distribution, the COBE starts the second function by mapping each sub request to its partner.

The main component of the proposed framework and its interaction are shown in Figure 2, which represents the structure part of the COBE. The dynamic behavior of the COBE is illustrated using Figure 3, which focuses on business processes and dataflow of the system. Moreover, each component of the core uses the business rules to handle the flow or apply the reasoning methods.

Figure 1 – COBE Framework

Figure 2: Class diagram of the proposed framework
Figure 3: Business processes that represent the internal functionality of COBE framework

Table 1: Pseudo code implemented behavior of COBE

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Inputs:</th>
<th>Consumer requests, set of requests</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Outputs:</td>
<td>Equivalent Responses</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

BEGIN-Main
For All Consumers
BEGIN
COBE_Controller.receive(requests)
END FOR.
For each request
COBE_Controller.decompose
( Ontology, [IN: requests, OUT: set of mini-requests])
END FOR

COBE_Controller.send (set of requests)
COBE.receive (set of requests)
COBE.restructure (Agent Data, runtime)
COBE.use((reasoning methods), set of requests)
COBE.response.mapping(set of responses, set of requests)
COBE.send(mapping output, Controller)

For each set of response
COBE_Controller.constitute-response(mapping outputs)
END FOR.

For each set of constitute response
COBE_send (response, equivalent-consumer)
END FOR.

END-Main
3. RELATED WORK

In the following, we will illustrate some related work for applying ontology concept in a cloud computing environment. Lamia Youseff et al. [1] proposed the use of ontology inside the cloud. They try to establish a knowledge domain in the field of cloud computing. They present cloud ontology as a stack of layers discussed each layer in the strength point of view and neglect the integration and communication issue between layers.

N.M.Karia et al. [2] have focused on introducing an ontological framework that provides a structure of different cloud environments and, describing its components. This work doesn’t address the heterogeneity of terms used by vendors, number of standards, and a structure of the different cloud environments. Teodor-Forin Forties et al. [3] attempted to achieve ontology concept in the cloud services. They introduce mOSAIC as a middleware to facilitate the communication with various cloud providers. They suggest the use of ontology to facilitate the selection, execution and discovery of resources and services. They introduce a comprehensive model of ontology cloud the can work only for public clouds.

Taekgyeong Han and KwangMongSim. [4] have presented a Cloud Service Discovery System (CSDS) based on ontology. They use ontology to enhance performance of the system also, the use of software agent to consult ontology when selecting information retrieved from a public cloud. Miranda Zhang et al. [5] concentrated on using ontology for Cloud Based IaaS services. They implement ontology in the CloudRecommender system with focusing on IaaS services and neglect PaaS and SaaS configurations in a public cloud. On the other hand, lot of work done to utilize a software agent in cloud computing environment to enhance the performance of cloud services. Toshihiro Uchibayashi et al. [6] introduced a framework of an agent-based support system for discovering services in a public cloud. They use agents implemented by JADE only to measure network usage against user requirements information.

Based on the above related works, we can realize that most of the above models and frameworks are using the AI reasoning methods and ontology without providing an approach on how to distribute the request into request list, restructure the cloud data at runtime and mapping the parts of the request list into its equivalent partner. Our proposed COBE framework addresses the above challenges.

4. Case Study: E-Tourism

In this section, we will approve the applicability of our COBE framework by illustrating how the different systems and agents are communicating together through the blackboard style. Moreover, how to distribute the visitor request to asset of requests and mapping these set into its equivalent agents. In figure 4, the E-tourism data inputs and its processed output is designed using component based style. The required services and the provided services of the system are identified.
The data center interoperability between the E-tourism systems is shown in figure 5, which represent the dataflow and the control flow from COBE main component into all interacted agents using blackboard style. COBE of E-tourism has the ability to detect and identify the set of agents based on the number of distributed requests. Moreover, COBE also identify the type of communication with these agents and play the role of controller to those agents. The number of agents depends on the number of sub-requests. The COBE sometimes find that one of the identified agents which is not connected to its functions not responding. In this case the COBE has a wide cloud search function to search for alternative agents with the same feature and compare between them and to select the best one.
In Figure 6, we provide a sample of visitor request as XML message and the role of COBE to distribute it into set of sub-requests and its equivalent agents (Hotels-agent, Airlines-Agent, Car Rental -Company Agent). The COBE uses AI forward reasoning techniques to distribute the request to a set of consistent sub-requests as shown in samples at figure 6. After that, it waits the responses from all connected agents. Next, it uses the validation and verification techniques to check that each response is valid to its sub-request. Then, the COBE uses AI backward reasoning techniques for constituting the set of responses into one response including some features or plan options. Finally, The COBE provides this response to the identified client.

5. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

In this paper, we presented the COBE framework which provides the ability to manage the client request by distributing it to mini-requests and use the ontology with reasoning methods for identifying the responses for all the request sets by mapping it to its equivalent cloud agents. The propose framework is composed of two core components: Controller and COBE, both components are responsible for driving the framework functionalities. The structure and the business processes simulation of the proposed framework are designed. Moreover, the implemented pseudo code as algorithmic environment of the COBE framework is illustrated. In future work we are planning to use the quality of service (QoS) criteria to measure the response-time, availability and throughput. Moreover, we will integrate with CloudSim tool as a simulation environment for the COBE framework.
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